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• CUDA C/C++
It is based on C/C++
- Provides extensions to enable
heterogenous programming
- APIs to manage the execution on the
GPU, moving data to and from the
GPU memory, etc.
-
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• Write small CUDA kernels
• Move data from CPU memory to GPU memory and vice versa
• Manage communication and synchronization of the execution
• Calculate execution time, etc.
• Distributed computing
Prerequisites
• You need to be familiar with C/C++
• You need to be familiar with Python
• You do not need any experience with graphics cards
• You need some basic understanding of parallel programming
• You definitely do not need any experience with pixels and graphics
• Cyclone has CUDA toolkit and the MPI library
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Heterogeneous Computing
This is how a hybrid CPU-GPU code generally looks like
• We start with a serial code
• We initialize the problem we want to solve
• We transfer the data from the host to the
device memory
★The
★The

host calls the GPU code
computationally intensive calculation is
performed on the device
The host can perform other small
calculations as the device is working
✤ After the computation the host copies the
results back on the host memory
✤

CPU vs GPU Architecture

• Low computation density
• Complex control unit
• Large caches
- Fewer execution units (ALUs)
- Higher clock speeds

• Small registry
• More memory

• High computation Density
• High Throughput
• Can perform many computations per
memory access
• Large registry
• Simple control unit

RoadMap to Volta Architecture

RoadMap to Volta Architecture
Nvidia has
released
in the previous
summer the
successor of Volta
architecture named
as Ampere. It has
been developed for
scientific
computing
and data analytics

GPU Hardware
Tesla V100 (Volta)

Tesla A100 (Ampere)

Streaming Multiprocessors

80

108

FP32 CUDA Cores / SM

64

64

FP32 CUDA Cores / GPU

5120

6912

FP64 CUDA Cores / SM

32

32

FP64 CUDA Cores / GPU

2560

3456

GPU Boost Clock

1530 MHz

1410 MHz

Peak Perf. Half Prec.

31.4 Tflops

78

Peak Perf. Single Prec.

15.7 Tflops

19.5 Tflops

Peak Perf. Double Prec.

7.8 Tflops

9.7 Tflops

Memory Bandwidth

900 GB/s

1555 GB/s

Device Memory

16/32 GB

40 GB

The Streaming Multiprocessor (SM)
• Instructions cache
• Instruction buffer
• Warp Scheduler
• Dispatch unit
• Registers
• Cores
• Texture Units
• Shared Memory

•

•
•

•

•

•

Summit: The Fastest supercomputer in
Peak performance
the
US
149 PFlops
(LINPACK)
Equipped with
4,608 nodes
Each node has 2
IBM POWER9 with
512GB
And 6 NVIDIA®
Tesla® V100
6x16GB
Electricity
consumption:
13MW
Cost: 325M dollars

•

•

•

•

•

Cyclone: The Fastest supercomputer
in
Cyprus
Peak performance
0.6 PFlops
(LINPACK)
Equipped with 17
CPU + 16 GPU
nodes
Each CPU node
has 40 cores and
96GB
Each GPU node
NVIDIA® Tesla®
V100 4x32GB
Storage: 3.2PB

What are CUDA blocks and threads
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

A thread block is a
programming abstraction
For better process and
data mapping threads are
grouped into blocks
All the blocks compose
the grid of blocks
The CUDA blocks are
distributed across the
SMs
Threads within a block
can communicate via the
shared memory
Threads in different
blocks cannot
communicate
Each block runs on 1 SM

Compute Capability
Tesla V100

Tesla A100

Compute Capability

7.0

8.0

Threads per Warp

32

32

Max Warps per SM

64

64

Max Threads per SM

2048

2048

32

32

Max Registers per block

65536

65536

Max Registers per thread

255

255

Max Registers per SM

65536

65536

Max Thread block size

1024

1024

Shared Memory per SM

96 KB

164 KB

Max Thread Blocks per SM

Introduction to CUDA programming
• Mostly like standard C/C++ with extensions
• The nvcc compiler splits the code in CPU and GPU parts
➡ A standard compiler deals with the CPU parts
➡ The nvcc compiler deals only with the GPU code
• New kind of function attributes
➡ __global__ functions called by host, run on device
➡ __device__ functions called by device, run on device
➡ __host__ functions called on host, run on host (redundant)
➡ A function can be simultaneously __host__ __device__ which
means it will be compiled for both CPU and GPU architectures
• __global__ functions are CUDA kernels and need special arguments
to call them e.g. <<<>>>

Accessing exercises
• Find the exercises in the GitHub repository
https://github.com/khadjiyiannakou/trainCuda.git

• Download the repository with the exercises
git clone https://github.com/khadjiyiannakou/trainCuda.git

In order to compile the files execute the command

First example can be found in ex0

./compile_all.sh

How we get the properties of the devices

Hello World! example
int main(void){
printf(“Hello World!\n”);
return 0;
}

Standard C code that runs on the host
• nvcc can be used to compile it also, see
ex1_1.c
•
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Hello World! example
int main(void){
printf(“Hello World!\n”);
return 0;
}
#include <stdio.h>
__global__ void helloWorld(void){
printf(“Hello World\n”);
}

Standard C code that runs on the host
• nvcc can be used to compile it also, see
ex1_1.c
•

Two new syntactic elements <<<>>>
- Number of blocks
- Number of threads per block
• In older architectures it was not possible
to print from inside a CUDA kernel,
see ex1_2.cu
•

int main(){
helloWorld<<<1,1>>>();
cudaDeviceSynchronize(); Kernel calls are asynchronous, see ex1_3.cu
return 0;
}

Hello World! example 2
•

#include <stdio.h>
__global__ void helloWorld(void)
{
printf("Hello World from (block=%d,
thread=%d)\n",blockIdx.x,threadIdx.x);
}
int main()
{
helloWorld<<< 3, 2 >>>();
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
return 0;
}

•
•
•
•

Runtime variables (take
values at runtime)
- threadIdx
- blockIdx
- blockDim
- gridDim
Blocks are executed in
parallel
The execution of the
blocks is asynchronous
Threads inside a warp are
running concurrently
See ex1_4.cu

Vector Addition using CUDA threads
#define N 512
int main(void){
int *a, *b, *c;
// host pointers
int *d_a, *d_b, *d_c;
// device pointers
int size = N * sizeof(int);
// Alloc space for device copies of a, b, c
cudaMalloc((void **)&d_a, size);
cudaMalloc((void **)&d_b, size);
cudaMalloc((void **)&d_c, size);
a = (int *)malloc(size); random_ints(a, N); // Alloc space host, random initialization
b = (int *)malloc(size); random_ints(b, N);
c = (int *)malloc(size);

Vector Addition using CUDA threads
// Copy data from host to device memory
// cudaMemcpyHostToDevice is a flag determining copying from host to dev.
cudaMemcpy(d_a, a, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(d_b, b, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
// Launch kernel to add two vector with N threads and 1 block
// Kernel calls are asynchronous
addVecs<<<1,N>>>(d_c, d_a, d_b);
// Copy results from device to host
// cudaMemcpy blocks CPU until Kernels finish execution
cudaMemcpy(c, d_c, size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
// needs cudaFree to deallocate device pointers
cudaFree(d_a); cudaFree(d_b); cudaFree(d_c);
free(a); free(b); free(c);
return 0;
}

Vector Addition
1. Using 1 block and N threads
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){

See
ex2_1.cu
c[threadIdx.x] = a[threadIdx.x] + b[threadIdx.x];

}
2. Using N blocks and 1 thread per block
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){

c[blockIdx.x] = a[blockIdx.x] + b[blockIdx.x];
}

See ex2_2.cu

Vector Addition
1. Using 1 block and N threads
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){

See
ex2_1.cu
c[threadIdx.x] = a[threadIdx.x] + b[threadIdx.x];

}
2. Using N blocks and 1 thread per block
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){

c[blockIdx.x] = a[blockIdx.x] + b[blockIdx.x];
}
3. Using n blocks and m threads per block (n*m=N)

See ex2_2.cu
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Vector Addition
Example: N=32
Indexing with blocks and threads
threadIdx.x

blockIdx.x = 0
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threadIdx.x
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int index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * m
If we want to operate on the

st
21 element

of the array

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

int index = 5 + 2 *8 = 21

This can be generalized for grids with more dimensions than one

Vector Addition
1. Using 1 block and N threads
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){
c[threadIdx.x] = a[threadIdx.x] + b[threadIdx.x];
}
2. Using N blocks and 1 thread per block
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){
c[blockIdx.x] = a[blockIdx.x] + b[blockIdx.x];
}
3. Using n blocks and m threads per block (n*m=N)
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b){
int index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
c[index] = a[index] + b[index];
}
Call it: addVecs<<<n,m>>>(d_c,d_a,d_b);

See ex2_3.cu

Vector Addition
• Usually the vector size is not multiples of blockDim.x!!!
• One should be careful and not access memory beyond the array
• We can create 1 more block and from this block only threads with
index which is smaller than the dimensions of the array should operate

See ex2_4.cu

Vector Addition
• Usually the vector size is not multiples of blockDim.x!!!
• One should be careful and not access memory beyond the array
• We can create 1 more block and from this block only threads with
index which is smaller than the dimensions of the array should operate
We launch the kernel in a different way
addVecs<<<(N+m-1)/m,m>>>(d_c, d_a, d_b, N);
__global__ void addVecs(int *c, int *a, int *b, int L){
int index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
if (index < L)
// Rest of threads will be idle
c[index] = a[index] + b[index];
}

See ex2_4.cu

Why one should combine threads & blocks
•

It is important to create many blocks to keep SMs busy

•

Why do we need to have more than one thread per block?
-

Cons: Increase complexity

-

Pros:
1. Can communicate using shared memory
2. Utilize all CUDA cores inside a SM
3. Warp scheduler can hide memory latency

•

Blocks running completely in parallel and we cannot synchronize them

•

Threads need synchronization

Vector dot product
Let’s see an example of dot product using one block
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
float temp = x[threadIdx.x] * y[threadIdx.x];
// TODO: Perform reduction
// TODO: Store the result to *r

}
Where variable temp is stored?
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Vector dot product
Let’s see an example of dot product using one block
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
float temp = x[threadIdx.x] * y[threadIdx.x];
// TODO: Perform reduction
// TODO: Store the result to *r

}
Where variable temp is stored?
• Scalar variables are automatically stored in registers by the compiler
• Register memory is the fastest but limited (Pascal: 256KB / SM)
• temp is local for each thread, therefore reduction is not possible
We need to use the shared memory to be able to perform reduction in each block

Vector dot product

#define N 1024
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
__shared__ float s_tmp[N];
float temp = x[threadIdx.x] * y[threadIdx.x];
s_tmp[threadIdx.x] = temp; // store the multiplication to the shared memory

// Thread 0 performs the reduction
if(threadIdx.x == 0){
float sum = 0;
for(int i = 0 ; i < N ; i++) sum += s_tmp[i];
*r = sum;
}
}

Vector dot product

#define N 1024
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
__shared__ float s_tmp[N];
float temp = x[threadIdx.x] * y[threadIdx.x];
s_tmp[threadIdx.x] = temp; // store the multiplication to the shared memory

// Thread 0 performs the reduction
if(threadIdx.x == 0){
float sum = 0;
for(int i = 0 ; i < N ; i++) sum += s_tmp[i];
*r = sum;
}
}

Do you see any problem here?

Vector dot product
Let’s take the scenario:
1. Thread 0 performs the multiplication and saves the result s_tmp[0]
2. Thread 0 performs the reduction sum += s_tmp[32]
3. But wait!! Did thread 32 already saved its value to s_tmp[32]
4. It is possible that thread 32 did not update the value yet because threads
See
ex3_1.cu
in different warps run asynchronously

Vector dot product
Let’s take the scenario:
1. Thread 0 performs the multiplication and saves the result s_tmp[0]
2. Thread 0 performs the reduction sum += s_tmp[32]
3. But wait!! Did thread 32 already saved its value to s_tmp[32]
4. It is possible that thread 32 did not update the value yet because threads
See
ex3_1.cu
in different warps run asynchronously
Solution: We have to impose synchronization barrier
on the threads before the reduction

Vector dot product
#define N 1024
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
__shared__ float s_tmp[N];
float temp = x[threadIdx.x] * y[threadIdx.x];
s_tmp[threadIdx.x] = temp; // store the multiplication to the shared memory
__syncthreads();
// synchronization barrier for the threads inside a block
// Thread 0 performs the reduction
See ex3_2.cu
if(threadIdx.x == 0){
float sum = 0;
for(int i = 0 ; i < N ; i++) sum += s_tmp[i];
*r = sum;
}
}

Vector dot product using more than one block
#define N 1024
#define N_THR 512 // we call this kernel with 2 blocks
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
__shared__ float s_tmp[N_THR];
int index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
float temp = x[index] * y[index];
s_tmp[threadIdx.x] = temp; // store the multiplication to the shared memory
__syncthreads();
// synchronization barrier for the threads inside a block
// Thread 0 performs the reduction
if(threadIdx.x == 0){ // One thread from each block will perform the reduction
float sum = 0;
for(int i = 0 ; i < N_THR ; i++) sum += s_tmp[i];
See ex3_3.cu
*r += sum; // r is initialized to zero before we call this kernel
}
}

Vector dot product using more than one block
#define N 1024
#define N_THR 512 // we call this kernel with 2 blocks
__global__ void dotVecs(float *x, float *y, float *r){
__shared__ float s_tmp[N_THR];
int index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x * blockDim.x;
float temp = x[index] * y[index];
s_tmp[threadIdx.x] = temp; // store the multiplication to the shared memory
__syncthreads();
// synchronization barrier for the threads inside a block
// Thread 0 performs the reduction
if(threadIdx.x == 0){ // One thread from each block will perform the reduction
float sum = 0;
for(int i = 0 ; i < N_THR ; i++) sum += s_tmp[i];
See ex3_3.cu
*r += sum; // r is initialized to zero before we call this kernel
}
}

Do you see any problem here?
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Vector dot product
•
•
•

The previous code hides a potential race condition
The 2 blocks are executed asynchronously
The 2 thread blocks will try to update the same memory location

Update process:
(I) Read current value of *r in a temporary location
(II) Update the value in a temporary location
(III) Store the updated result back in *r
Scenario of race condition:
Block
0
1

t=0
Reads *r
-

0

t=1
Updates 0+4=4
Reads *r
0

t=2
Saves *r 4
Updates 0+5=5

t=3
Saves *r

5

Vector dot product
•
•
•

The previous code hides a potential race condition
The 2 blocks are executed asynchronously
The 2 thread blocks will try to update the same memory location

Update process:
(I) Read current value of *r in a temporary location
(II) Update the value in a temporary location
(III) Store the updated result back in *r
Scenario of race condition:
Block
0
1

t=0
Reads *r
-

0

t=1
Updates 0+4=4
Reads *r
0

t=2
Saves *r 4
Updates 0+5=5

Result at *r after update process will be 5 instead of 9!!!

t=3
Saves *r

5

Atomic function

Vector dot Product AtomicAdd
Atomic Functions:
•
•
•
•

Perform a read-modify-write operation
On a 32- or 64-bit words
The word can residing in device or shared memory
Atomic operations are guaranteed to be performed
without interference from other threads

See ex3_4.cu

Vector dot Product AtomicAdd
Atomic Functions:
•
•
•
•

Perform a read-modify-write operation
On a 32- or 64-bit words
The word can residing in device or shared memory
Atomic operations are guaranteed to be performed
without interference from other threads

*r += sum

See ex3_4.cu

atomicAdd(r, sum)
This guarantees that the result is free of race
conditions

Dynamic shared memory allocation
In our previous code the size of the shared memory was hard-coded
__shared__ float s_tmp[N];

where N will be substituted by the preprocessor

See ex3_5.cu

Dynamic shared memory allocation
In our previous code the size of the shared memory was hard-coded
__shared__ float s_tmp[N];

where N will be substituted by the preprocessor
If we want to dynamically allocate the size of the shared memory
extern __shared__ float s_tmp[];

See ex3_5.cu

And we call the kernel using an additional argument:
dotVecs<<<(N+m-1)/m,m,m*sizeof(float)>>>(d_x, d_y, d_r, N);

Create CUDA API events
In case that we want to measure the performance of our code we use CUDA events
This cannot be done using CPU timings because GPU can execute
asynchronously with respect to CPU

See ex4_1.cu

Create CUDA API events
In case that we want to measure the performance of our code we use CUDA events
This cannot be done using CPU timings because GPU can execute
asynchronously with respect to CPU
cudaEvent_t start, stop; // define start and stop event variable
cudaEventCreate(&start); cudaEventCreate(&stop); // initializes the event variables
cudaEventRecord(start,0); // it puts the timestamp for event start
// cudaMalloc …
// cudaMemcpy …
// execute Kernels …
cudaEventRecord(stop,0); // it puts the timestamp for the event stop
cudaEventSynchronize(stop); // very important, it instructs CPU to synch. on stop event
float elapsedTime;
cudaEventElapsedTime(&elapsedTime, start, stop);
printf(“Elapsed Time is %f ms\n”,elapsedTime)
See ex4_1.cu
cudaEventDestroy(start); cudaEventDestroy(stop);

Create CUDA API events
In case that we want to measure the performance of our code we use CUDA events
This cannot be done using CPU timings because GPU can execute
asynchronously with respect to CPU
cudaEvent_t start, stop; // define start and stop event variable
cudaEventCreate(&start); cudaEventCreate(&stop); // initializes the event variables
cudaEventRecord(start,0); // it puts the timestamp for event start
// cudaMalloc …
// cudaMemcpy …
// execute Kernels …

What the second argument means here?

cudaEventRecord(stop,0); // it puts the timestamp for the event stop
cudaEventSynchronize(stop); // very important, it instructs CPU to synch. on stop event
float elapsedTime;
cudaEventElapsedTime(&elapsedTime, start, stop);
printf(“Elapsed Time is %f ms\n”,elapsedTime)
See ex4_1.cu
cudaEventDestroy(start); cudaEventDestroy(stop);
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In the previous example “0” was used to denote the default CUDA stream
But what CUDA streams are??
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CUDA Streams
In the previous example “0” was used to denote the default CUDA stream
But what CUDA streams are??
Represent a queue of GPU operations
• CUDA streams can help in accelerating our application
• We can add operations such as, memory copies, kernel launches
and start stop of events on CUDA stream
•

GPUs allow for overlapping of computation and communication
➡ But this needs asynchronous copy between host and device
cudaHostAlloc() : For asynchronous copies we need host memory which is
page-locked
To deallocate host memory allocated by cudaHostAlloc() one has to use
cudaFreeHost() instead of free()

CUDA Streams (add vectors)
Stream 0

Stream 1

cpy X to GPU
cpy Y to GPU

Time Flow

call Kernel

cpy X to GPU
cpy Y to GPU

cpy Z from GPU

call Kernel
cpy Z from GPU

…

…

Kernel execution is overlapped with copying

Vector Addition using CUDA streams
#define N (100*1024*1024)
#define CHUNK_SIZE (1024*1024)
__global__ void add(int *z, int *x, int *y){
// each thread will add one element…
}
int main(){
int *h_x, *h_y, *h_z;
int *d_x0, *d_y0, *d_z0; // for stream 0
int *d_x1, *d_y1, *d_z1; // for stream 1
cudaEvent_t start, stop;
float elapsedTime;
cudaEventCreate(&start);
cudaEventCreate(&stop);
cudaEventRecord(start,0);

cudaStream_t stream0, stream1;
cudaStreamCreate(&stream0);
cudaStreamCreate(&stream1);
// Allocate device memory
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_x0, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_y0, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_z0, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_x1, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_y1, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_z1, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int));
// Allocate page-locked host memory
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_x, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocDefault);
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_y, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocDefault);
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_z, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocDefault);
// initialize vectors with random numbers
random(h_x,N);
random(h_y,N);

for(int i = 0; i < N ; i += 2* CHUNK_SIZE){
// operations on stream0
cudaMemcpyAsync(d_x0, h_x+i, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice,stream0);
cudaMemcpyAsync(d_y0, h_y+i, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice,stream0);
addVecs<<<CHUNK_SIZE/1024,CHUNK_SIZE/1024, 0, stream0>>>(d_z0, d_x0, d_y0);
cudaMemcpyAsync(h_z+i, d_z0, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost,stream0);

// operations on stream1
cudaMemcpyAsync(d_x1, h_x+i+CHUNK_SIZE, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice,stream1);
cudaMemcpyAsync(d_y1, h_y+i+CHUNK_SIZE, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice,stream1);
addVecs<<<CHUNK_SIZE/1024,CHUNK_SIZE/1024, 0, stream1>>>(d_z1, d_x1, d_y1);
cudaMemcpyAsync(h_z+i+CHUNK_SIZE, d_z1, CHUNK_SIZE*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost,stream1);
}

// we need to sync both streams
cudaStreamSynchronize(stream0);
cudaStreamSynchronize(stream1);
cudaEventRecord(stop,0);
See ex4_2.cu
cudaEventSynchronize(stop);
cudaEventElapsedTime(&elapsedTime, start, stop);
printf(“Elapsed Time is %f ms \n”,elapsedTime);
cudaFreeHost(h_x); cudaFreeHost(h_y); cudaFreeHost(h_z);
cudaFree(d_x0); cudaFree(d_y0); cudaFree(d_z0); cudaFree(d_x1); cudaFree(d_y1); cudaFree(d_z1);
cudaStreamDestroy(stream0); cudaStreamDestroy(stream1); cudaEventDestroy(start); cudaEventDestroy(stop);
return 0;
}

Catch errors in CUDA

•
•

Up to now we haven’t seen a case where a CUDA API function returns an error
What it will happen if a cudaMalloc returns “out of memory”?
#define CudaSafeCall( err ) __cudaSafeCall( err, __FILE__, __LINE__ )
inline void __cudaSafeCall( cudaError_t err, const char *file, const int line )
{
if ( cudaSuccess != err )
{
fprintf( stderr, "cudaSafeCall() failed at %s:%i : %s\n",
file, line, cudaGetErrorString( err ) );
exit( -1 );
}
return;
See ex5_1.cu
}

CudaSafeCall(cudaMalloc(…));
CudaSafeCall(cudaMemcpy(…));

What about error from CUDA kernels

#define CudaCheckError() __cudaCheckError( __FILE__, __LINE__ )
inline void __cudaCheckError( const char *file, const int line )
{
cudaError_t err = cudaGetLastError();
if ( cudaSuccess != err )
{
fprintf( stderr, "cudaCheckError() failed at %s:%i : %s\n”, file, line, cudaGetErrorString( err ) );
exit( -1 );
}
// More careful checking. However, this will affect performance.
// Cuda Kernels are async. and one should use cudaDeviceSynchronize
See
ex5_2.cu
// Comment away if needed.
err = cudaDeviceSynchronize();
if( cudaSuccess != err )
{
fprintf( stderr, "cudaCheckError() with sync failed at %s:%i : %s\n”, file, line, cudaGetErrorString( err ) );
exit( -1 );
}
return;
}

We put CudaCheckError() at the point where we want to check if there is an error

Vector Addition using Zero-copy memory
Do CUDA kernels need data to be located on Device memory to access it?

See ex6_1.cu
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Vector Addition using Zero-copy memory
Do CUDA kernels need data to be located on Device memory to access it? No!!
Device can access data on host memory directly
int main(){
// check if the device supports this (true for new architectures)
cudaSetDeviceFlags(cudaDeviceMapHost);
// declare host and device pointers
// Allocate page-locked host memory
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_x, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocMapped);
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_y, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocMapped);
cudaHostAlloc((void**)&h_z, N*sizeof(int), cudaHostAllocMapped);

See ex6_1.cu

// Host memory has different virtual memory than device
cudaHostGetDevicePointer(&d_x, h_x, 0);
cudaHostGetDevicePointer(&d_y, h_y, 0);
cudaHostGetDevicePointer(&d_z, h_z, 0);
// cudaSetDeviceFlags(cudaDeviceMapHost) is important otherwise cudaHostGetDevicePointer will return invalid
// There is no need for cudaMemcpy
addVecs<<<…>>>(d_z,d_x,d_y);
// it is important to wait until the kernel finishes before we access mapped host data
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
// free memory …

Device Management
Check how many GPUs we have available:
• cudaGetDeviceCount(int *count)
Choose the device that we want use (default is 0):
• cudaSetDevice(int device)
Check which device is using the active CPU thread which binds the device:
• cudaGetDevice(int *device)
Check the properties of the device:
• cudaGetDeviceProperties(cudaDeviceProp *prop, int device)
- size_t totalGlobalMem;
- size_t sharedMemPerBlock;
- int warpSize;
- int deviceOverlap;
- …
A single host thread can manage multiple devices: cudaSetDevice(i)

Using Python for GPU programming
If you do not want to use C/C++ and you are more familiar with higher level
languages there are alternative solutions
PyCUDA gives you easy, Pythonic access to Nvidia’s CUDA parallel
computation API. Mostly wrappers

Using Python for GPU programming
If you do not want to use C/C++ and you are more familiar with higher level
languages there are alternative solutions
PyCUDA gives you easy, Pythonic access to Nvidia’s CUDA parallel
computation API. Mostly wrappers
How to install it:

pip install pycuda

PyCUDA

CUDA API C

mem_alloc

cudaMemAlloc

memcpy_htod

cudaMemcpy - cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost

memcpy_dtoh

cudaMemcpy - cudaMemcpyHostToDevice

Using Python for GPU programming
For the CUDA API we have wrappers from PyCUDA
What we can do if we want to write a CUDA kernel?

PyCUDA provides a compiler which compiles on the fly a piece of code
Allows us to write a source code

from pycuda.compiler import SourceModule

Example
mod = SourceModule("""
__global__ void addVecs(double* a, double* b, double* c){
c[threadIdx.x]=a[threadIdx.x]+b[threadIdx.x];
}
""")
addVecs=mod.get_function("addVecs")

We give as string the CUDA kernel
Behind the scenes it compiles the function
see ex7.1 from examples

Using Python for GPU programming
Instead of copying directly data from host to device and vice versa
for arrays PyCUDA provides alternatives
A_d = gpuarray.to_gpu(A)
import pycuda.gpuarray as gpuarray

Array on
Device

If you want to
copy back the data to the host

For basic linear algebra, Nvidia
provides fast routines - cuBLAS

A = A_d.get()

Numpy Array on
Host
Returns data on
numpy host

How we can access cuBLAS
from python?

Using Python for GPU programming
We will use scikit-cuda allows
to cal scientific libraries in CUDA
import skcuda.cublas as cublas

How to install it: pip install scikit-cuda
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Using Python for GPU programming
We will use scikit-cuda allows
to cal scientific libraries in CUDA

How to install it: pip install scikit-cuda

import skcuda.cublas as cublas

• cuBLAS
• cuFFT
• cuSolver

Basic Linear Algebra
Fast Fourier Transform
Mostly routines from LAPACK

• Before run functions from cuBLAS we need to initiate it (cublasCreate)
• Run as many cuBLAS functions as we want
• Do not forget to finalize the cuBLAS
see ex7.2 from examples
We can compare BLAS on CPU with BLAS on GPU for mat * mat

Using Python for GPU programming
Example: Mandelbrot set, is the set of complex numbers that repeated
2
applications of function f(z) = z + c, is bounded and not diverge
Lets use this to create a nice picture
Let’s implement this
using Python
on CPUs
and GPUs

Using Python for GPU programming
Example: Mandelbrot set, is the set of complex numbers that repeated
2
applications of function f(z) = z + c, is bounded and not diverge
Lets use this to create a nice picture
for each pixel (Px, Py) on the screen do
x0 := scaled x coordinate of pixel (scaled to lie in the Mandelbrot X scale (-2, 1))
y0 := scaled y coordinate of pixel (scaled to lie in the Mandelbrot Y scale (-1, 1))
x := 0.0
y := 0.0
iteration := 0
max_iteration := 1000
while (x*x + y*y < 2*2 AND iteration < max_iteration) do
xtemp := x*x - y*y + x0
# this two lines are actual complex multiplication
y := 2*x*y + y0
x := xtemp
iteration := iteration + 1
color := palette[iteration]
plot(Px, Py, color)

Let’s implement this
using Python
on CPUs
and GPUs

Using Python for GPU programming
Let’s try three different ways to implement this
• Standard Python: We need for loops to implement it and we know that Python
is very slow but lets do it for comparison

How to install it:

pip install pycuda
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Using Python for GPU programming
Let’s try three different ways to implement this
• Standard Python: We need for loops to implement it and we know that Python
is very slow but lets do it for comparison
• Numba: Is a JIT (Just-In-Time) compiler that compiles pieces of python code
to low level machine code
How to install it: pip install pycuda
• Numba-CUDA: Numba provides a JIT compiler also for CUDA. We need to
rewrite some parts of the code having in mind that in a kernel we use CUDA
blocks and CUDA threads
see ex8.1 from examples

Distributed computing
Up to know we have seen how to use multiple threads in a shared memory
but in HPC it is important to understand also distributed computing on
multiple processes
• Front End Node is doing
mostly coordination
• Connected to the compute
nodes - responsible for the
computation
• One can distribute parallel
processes on several
compute nodes
• This how supercomputers
become super

Distributed computing
The standard for distributed computing is the so-called Message Passing
Interface (MPI) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_Passing_Interface
All processes execute the code

When an application is using MPI

We can exchange messages
between processes since nodes
are connected

We can give different IDs to different
processes to distinguish them
With If conditions based on those IDs
we can process different data
We can Synchronize the
processes in order to know that all
processes have reached our
milestones

Distributed computing - with Python
Message Passing Interface is written in C/C++ but one can interface it in python
We will use the mpi4py package

How to install it:

pip install mpi4py

from mpi4py import MPI

Import the MPI interface

Distributed computing - with Python
Message Passing Interface is written in C/C++ but one can interface it in python
We will use the mpi4py package

How to install it:

pip install mpi4py

from mpi4py import MPI

Import the MPI interface

MPI - has what is called communicator where we can group the processes
which we would like to be able to communicate
comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD

This gives as access to the communicator
which has all the WORLD of processes

sizeComm = comm.Get_size()

Allow us to get the size of the communicator

Each process gets an ID in order to
rank = comm.Get_rank()
distinguish them
see ex9.1 from examples

Distributed computing - with Python
Combine expertise from we have learned to write a multiGPU code in python
Let’s say we want to add two big vectors

GPU:0

For example we have 4 GPUs

GPU:1

Each GPU need to take a different piece
from the vector

GPU:2
GPU:3

We will need to have a different MPI processes
to communicate with each GPU

Distributed computing - with Python
First we need to make sure
that our MPI communicator
has the same size as the number
of GPUs

NGPUs=cuda.Device(0).count()
if sizeComm != NGPUs:

Remember that with mpi4py we run python scripts with
mpirun specifying number of processes
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dev=cuda.Device(rank)
ctx=dev.make_context()
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if sizeComm != NGPUs:
each MPI task will handle
different GPU based on the rank
Each Device creates a context
so we can run tasks

Remember that with mpi4py we run python scripts with
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Distributed computing - with Python
First we need to make sure
that our MPI communicator
has the same size as the number
of GPUs
dev=cuda.Device(rank)
ctx=dev.make_context()

NGPUs=cuda.Device(0).count()
if sizeComm != NGPUs:
each MPI task will handle
different GPU based on the rank

In the end after each GPU completes its
part the MPI can collect the
4 pieces to one vector

Each Device creates a context
so we can run tasks
comm.gather(Vector, root=0)
see ex9.2 from examples

Remember that with mpi4py we run python scripts with
mpirun specifying number of processes

Summary

Topics we discussed:
• Write and launch CUDA kernels
➡ __global__, __device__, blockIdx.x, threadIdx.x, blockDim.x, <<<>>>
• Manage GPU memory and CPU memory
➡ cudaMalloc(), cudaMemcpy(), cudaFree(), cudaHostAlloc(), cudaHostFree()
• Communication
➡ __shared__ (static, dynamic)
• Synchronization
➡ __syncthreads()
➡ cudaDeviceSynchronize()
• Overlapping copying and execution
➡ cudaMemcpyAsync
➡ CUDA streams
Topics we skipped (Marked as advanced):
• Textures objects, banks conflicts, constant memory, …

Summary
Topics
•

How we can use PyCUDA to access the CUDA API using Python

•

How to use a compiler from PyCUDA to compile CUDA kernels inside python

•

We discussed how we can accessed optimized linear algebra functionality
through scikit-cuda to cuBLAS

•

We have seen an example (Mandelbrot) how to use Just-In-Time (JIT)
compilation in python to improve performance also for CUDA

•

Introduction to the Message Passing Interface in Python

•

How to use multiple GPU in a distributed fashion in Python

“Backup Slides”

Useful tools
•

CUDA-GDB: CUDA debugger which allows debugging of
both CPU and GPU portions of your code
➡ Uses conditional breakpoints to identify and correct
errors in CUDA code
➡ Identify memory access violations
➡ Selectively assert in CUDA code
➡ And many other features

Useful tools
•

CUDA-GDB: CUDA debugger which allows debugging of
both CPU and GPU portions of your code
➡ Uses conditional breakpoints to identify and correct
errors in CUDA code
➡ Identify memory access violations
➡ Selectively assert in CUDA code
➡ And many other features

• NVIDIA Visual Profiler: The
NVIDIA Visual Profiler is a crossplatform performance profiling
tool that delivers developers
vital feedback for optimizing
CUDA C/C++ applications.

